ABSTRACT: Nonaqueous polyelectrolyte solutions have been recently proposed as high Li + transference number electrolytes for lithium ion batteries. However, the atomistic phenomena governing ion diffusion and migration in polyelectrolytes are poorly understood, particularly in nonaqueous solvents. Here, the structural and transport properties of a model polyelectrolyte solution, poly(allyl glycidyl ether-lithium sulfonate) in dimethyl sulfoxide, are studied using all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. We find that the static structural analysis of Li + ion pairing is insufficient to fully explain the overall conductivity trend, necessitating a dynamic analysis of the diffusion mechanism, in which we observe a shift from largely vehicular transport to more structural diffusion as the Li + concentration increases. Furthermore, we demonstrate that despite the significantly higher diffusion coefficient of the lithium ion, the negatively charged polyion is responsible for the majority of the solution conductivity at all concentrations, corresponding to Li + transference numbers much lower than previously estimated experimentally. We quantify the ion−ion correlations unique to polyelectrolyte systems that are responsible for this surprising behavior. These results highlight the need to reconsider the approximations typically made for transport in polyelectrolyte solutions.
■ INTRODUCTION
The performance of conventional lithium ion batteries (LIBs) is limited by their low cation transference number (t + ), defined as the fraction of ionic conductivity imparted by the lithium ion rather than its counterion. 1 These low t + values (typically about 0.4) 2 correspond to electrolytes in which the anion is highly mobile, whereas the electrochemically active Li + moves more sluggishly as a result of its bulky solvation shell. 3 As a result, concentration gradients form in the electrolyte, which limit material utilization, promote lithium plating, and generate concentration overpotentials, all of which contribute to a lower power density, energy density, and lifetime of the cell. 4−6 Strategies toward increasing t + typically focus on immobilizing the anion, for example, via lithium-conducting ceramics 7−10 or single-ion conducting solid polymer electrolytes. 11−14 However, the mechanical properties of ceramics make thin film processing difficult, and polymer electrolytes suffer from poor conductivity, particularly at room temperature and below. Alternatively, it has recently been proposed that t + could be increased by covalently appending the anion to the backbone of a polymer, which is then dissolved in nonaqueous solvent to form a lithium-neutralized polyelectrolyte solution. 15−18 This approach slows anion motion without substantially impacting conductivity and is compatible with current cell designs.
Initial efforts have suggested that these polyelectrolyte solutions are promising, with transference numbers (approximated on the basis of self-diffusion coefficient measurements) of as high as 0.8 to 0.98 depending on the polymer chemistry, solvent, and ion concentration. 15, 16 Further development of these systems, however, is limited by a lack of fundamental understanding of ion transport phenomena in these solutions. Many of the properties which most strongly govern battery performance, such as ion speciation, diffusion mechanisms, and the true transference number are challenging to precisely access experimentally. 19 Moreover, the majority of theoretical work on polyelectrolyte solutions has focused on the properties of the polyion chain alone, rather than the behavior of the counterion, which is the electroactive species of interest for batteries. 20, 21 Simulation techniques such as molecular dynamics (MD) are well-suited to address many of the unanswered questions surrounding these nonaqueous polyelectrolytes. As the time and length scales associated with ion transport are compatible with those accessible by MD, this technique has been used extensively to gain insight into the properties of conventional binary lithium salts such as lithium bis(trifluoromethane-sulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) or lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF 6 ) 22,23 as well as solid polymer electrolytes. 24 −28 MD has also been successfully applied to polyelectrolytes, although these studies have been performed almost exclusively in aqueous systems, 29−31 for example, on biological polyelectrolytes such as DNA 32, 33 or in solvent-free ionomer melts. 34−37 Others have performed polyelectrolyte simulations in nonexplicit continuum solvents, 38−40 but this approach often fails to adequately capture trends in chain conformation and ion dissociation. 16, 41 Of the MD simulations in explicit nonaqueous solvents, 17, 42 we are unaware of any which characterize the battery-relevant transport properties (such as t + ) of the solution.
Herein, we employ all-atom classical MD simulations of a model polyelectrolyte system for battery applications, poly-(allyl glycidyl ether-lithium sulfonate) (PAGELS) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). This polymer consists of a poly(ethylene oxide) backbone with side chains terminated in sulfonate anions (schematic in Figure S5 ). Several of the most important transport properties of this system have been investigated experimentally, 15 enabling validation of the computational model. We characterize the structural properties of a single chain in solution, demonstrating the intuitive connection between ion pairing behavior and polyion conformation. Next, we explore the dynamic mechanisms for lithium ion diffusion and migration, focusing specifically on ion−ion correlations and their impact on conductivity and transference number. This work illuminates some of the fundamental atomistic processes governing transport in these nonaqueous polyelectrolyte solutions, which has implications not only for the design of enhanced LIB electrolytes but also for improved understanding of polyelectrolyte dynamics in general.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Structural Properties. Ion Speciation. One of the most deciding aspects of the performance of a battery electrolyte is ion speciation: the extent of ion pairing in an electrolyte governs the number of charge-carrying species, thereby directly influencing the conductivity, transference number, and other crucial electrolyte properties. 43−45 Using a distance criterion obtained from the cation−anion radial distribution function (RDF), we classify each Li + ion as either free, in a solventseparated ion pair (SSIP), or in a contact ion pair (CIP) or a larger aggregate (AGG) with the sulfonate ions, the anionic moiety of the polyion (Figure 1a) . The nomenclature used here is common in the field of battery electrolytes, but in the polyelectrolyte literature, this phenomenon is typically referred to as counterion condensation. 46 The CIPs referred to here are analogous to Manning's "site" bound ions, whereas SSIPs are similar to "territorially" bound condensed counterions. 47 Consistent with the various theories of counterion condensation in polyelectrolytes, 48, 49 here we observe that the fraction of free Li + ions (Figure 1b ) decreases as the concentration increases, ranging from 72% at 0.05 M down to 5% at 1.0 M, while the extent of ion pairing and aggregation increases. The coordination number of anions within the first Li + shell (plotted in Figure S1 ) yields a similar trend.
While this initial analysis provides a general picture of ion speciation trends in the polyelectrolyte, the data in Figure 1b does not distinguish between CIPs and AGGs. We quantify the relative significance of these AGGs in Figure 1c , which gives the probability of observing aggregates of different sizes for each concentration. We observe that the probability of ion aggregates to form decreases approximately exponentially with aggregate size, a trend which has been observed for conventional LIB electrolytes. 23 Because fewer than 2.5% of the observed aggregates consist of three or more ions, we expect the bulk behavior of the system to be dictated primarily by the free ions, SSIPs, and CIPs.
To further visualize the most prevalent solvation structures and aggregate types in the polyelectrolyte solution, we employ a graph theory approach analogous to that of Tenney et al. 50 in which we translate the positions of the system's atoms at any given time into a graph composed of nodes and vertices. The nodes in this case represent Li + , S (SO 3 − ), or O (DMSO) atoms, and the edges give connectivity between Li + -S (SO 3 − ) or Li + -O (DMSO) pairs which are coordinated in their first solvation shell. An analysis of the connectivities at each time step allows for determining the most common topologies observed over the course of the simulation, as shown in Figure  1d . The area of the nodes in this figure is proportional to the logarithm of the frequency at which the topology appears in the system, averaged over all concentrations. As expected, the most frequently observed topologies are the free ion and CIP (SSIPs are not captured in this analysis), while clusters with more ions are significantly less common.
Polymer Conformation. In this section, we focus on the polymer conformation, which is closely tied to ion speciation. At low concentrations, when contact ion pairing is negligible, the polymer chain is highly charged. In this state, electrostatic repulsion between charged monomers extends the chain into a predominantly linear conformation. As the concentration increases and more counterions (Li + ) bind to the chain, the repulsion between the monomers decreases and the polymer adopts a more entropically favorable, globular conformation. 19 This trend is apparent in the snapshots shown in Figure 2a . The linear-to-coiled transformation with concentration can be observed quantitatively in both the end-to-end distance (Figure 2b ) and the radius of gyration (Figure 2c ), which both decrease as concentration increases.
Changes in the polyion's persistence length (Figure 2d ) are also consistent with our trends in ion pairing described in the previous section. The persistence length reflects the extent of orientational correlation along the backbone of the chain. For polyelectrolytes, the overall persistence length is a combination of orientational correlations from the inherent flexibility of the uncharged backbone as well as electrostatic correlations induced by repulsion of the charged monomers. 51 Hence changes in electrostatic correlations dictate the trend in persistence length with concentration, such that the highly charged chains at lower concentrations yield the greatest persistence lengths. Our results are in qualitative agreement with the classical Odijk−Skolnick−Fixman (OSF) theory, 52, 53 which predicts that persistence length should be proportional to κ −2 , where κ −1 is the Debye screening length, or inversely proportional to the solution ionic strength. Quantitative agreement with this model should not be expected, however, given the oligomeric nature of the chain (here 43 monomers, chosen to match available experimental data; see the Methods section for details on system setup) as well as the presence of the long side chains, which render the distribution of anionic charges on the chain somewhat irregular. Similar limitations prevent us from comparing other structural or dynamic properties of the polyion to known polyelectrolyte scaling laws, which typically assume infinitely long chains with uniform charge distributions. 54 Dynamic Properties. Before extracting atomistic transport motifs for the PAGELS polyelectrolyte, we validate the dynamics produced by our MD force field against experimental data. 15 The calculated self-diffusion coefficients and those measured experimentally in previous work using pulsed-field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance (PFG-NMR) are given in Figure 3a . In addition to reproducing the experimental trend in which both the lithium ions and polyion diffuse more slowly as concentration increases, the diffusion coefficients match to within less than half of an order of magnitude, well within the errors commonly observed for MD simulations using nonpolarizable force fields. 55, 56 Some of the observed discrepancy, particularly for the polyion, may be attributed to finite size effects from our simulations of a single polymer chain. These effects are well known to result in slower diffusion relative to an infinitely large simulation box. 57 Although we have performed simulations with two chains at the highest concentrations that suggest these finite size effects are relatively small ( Figure S6 ), it is possible that significantly larger simulation sizes could yield better agreement with experimental diffusion data. The experimental ionic conductivity σ is also reproduced within reasonable error ( Figure 3b ). Our overestimation of the total conductivity suggests that the force field may underestimate the effects of ion pairing in the actual system. However, the relative changes in conductivity with concentration show excellent agreement with experimental trends ( Figure S7 ).
Lithium Diffusion Mechanisms. To characterize lithium ion transport within this polyelectrolyte system, we consider not only the static picture of the lithium ion coordination environments but also the dynamic trends governing the motion of Li + relative to its surroundings. The diffusion of Li + relative to another species can be characterized as either vehicular, in which Li + diffuses together with its solvation shell as a single complex, or structural, where neighboring species do not move together for appreciable distances. In the latter case, the Li + solvation shell molecules are frequently exchanged.
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Identification of these mechanisms has been shown in previous works to be crucial to fully understanding trends in ionic conductivity. 59, 60 The diffusion mechanism of one species relative to another can be distinguished quantitatively by calculating the residence time (τ) for two neighboring species to move together. 61, 62 Herein we have evaluated residence times for Li + with respect to DMSO and SO 3 − (both CIPs in the first solvation shell and SSIPs in the second solvation shell) as well as for SO 3 − with respect to DMSO in its first solvation shell.
The residences times alone, however, cannot be used to compare diffusion mechanisms because overall diffusion slows down at higher concentrations as a result of increased solution viscosity. Indeed, we observe that the residence times calculated for each pair of species ( Figure S8 ) generally increase as concentration increases. Because the overall changes in system viscosity will be reflected in the solvent (DMSO) diffusion coefficient, we use this quantity to convert from residence time to diffusion length, L, where
The calculated diffusion lengths ( Figure  4a ) enable a systematic comparison of changing diffusion mechanisms across concentration. This analysis demonstrates that the diffusion length generally decreases as concentration increases, corresponding to a shift in the diffusion mechanism toward more structural diffusion for all lithium species. The SO 3 − -DMSO diffusion length, which stays relatively constant across concentration, is the only exception to this trend. The Li + -SO 3 − (CIP) trend here is of particular interest. Although more ion pairs exist at higher concentrations (as shown by our static coordination environment analysis), the change in the diffusion mechanism indicates that each of these ion pairs will travel a shorter distance as neighbors. We note that this observation has important implications for our analysis of cation−anion correlations and ionic conductivity in the following section.
While the aforementioned diffusion mechanism analysis has dealt exclusively with the average behavior of all lithium ions, we gain additional insight from analyzing the trajectories of individual Li + . When mapping a given Li + trajectory over the scale of a few nanoseconds (shown for a representative Li + atom in Figure 4b ), we observe discrete jumps of approximately 4 to 5 Å overlaid on the typical noise associated with molecular diffusion. Visualization of the lithium ion and its surroundings over this period reveals that these jumps correspond to ion-hopping events between solvent-separated lithium and sulfonate ions, as pictured in Figure 4b . The average time between these hops is consistent with the residence time analysis of solvent-separated Li + -SO 3 − pairs, as shown in Figure S8 . The residence time provides a quantitative measure of the average rate of hopping events, which can be interpreted as inversely proportional to τ.
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This mechanism is reminiscent of the ion-hopping behavior postulated for transport in solid polymer electrolytes 26, 64 as well as organic liquid electrolytes at high concentration. 65, 66 In this polyelectrolyte, however, solvent-separated ion hopping is observed for all concentrations simulated, suggesting that hopping events may be facilitated by the presence of the polymer. Indeed, recent work 67 has generated evidence for the substantial migration of territorially bound counterions (SSIPs) along polyelectrolyte backbones. It is possible that constraining the anion positions through their attachment to the chain backbone generates favorable anion−anion separation distances for the hopping to occur. Importantly, however, we emphasize that the ion-hopping diffusion mechanism is not the only process governing overall Li + motion. In addition to these hopping events, full trajectory inspection ( Figure S9 ) reveals that the overall movement of the ions is heavily influenced by free diffusion in DMSO as well as codiffusion of CIPs with the polymer.
Ionic Conductivity and Transference Number. Given that the main motivation for polyelectrolyte solutions as battery electrolytes is their predicted high lithium transference number, in this section we aim to evaluate the transference number as well as elucidate the physical mechanisms which govern it. The transference number is defined as the fraction of current carried by a given species in a system with no concentration gradients. 1, 68 On the basis of Ohm's law (i = σE, where i is current density, σ is conductivity, and E is the electric field), we can equivalently interpret the transference number as the fraction of conductivity which can be attributed to a given species. The conductivity is often written in terms of the electrophoretic mobilities of the ionic species in the electrolyte, where the mobility μ i describes how quickly a species i migrates in response to an electric field (v i = μ i E, where v i is the species velocity). 69 For a binary salt system,
where F is Faraday's constant, z i is the charge of species i, and c i is the concentration of species i. Thus, the transference number of the cation species can be written as 
In nondilute solutions, t + is challenging to determine unequivocally from experiments. Most reported electrochemical t + measurements, namely, those using the Bruce and Vincent method, 70 assume ideal solutions of noninteracting ions, while those that incorporate the effects of nonidealities are typically challenging to execute experimentally. Balsara and Newman's 71 generalization of the Bruce and Vincent method to concentrated solutions, for example, requires a restricted diffusion experiment as well as the determination of the salt activity coefficient. Other techniques, such as the Hittorf or Tubandt method, 72 are associated with large statistical uncertainties due to noisy data. 2, 73 As a result, true transference numbers are rarely measured directly. 5 Instead, the transference number is usually approximated using self-diffusion coefficients obtained from PFG-NMR. Assuming entirely uncorrelated ion motion corresponding to an infinitely dilute, ideal solution, the electrophoretic mobility can be related to the diffusion coefficient using the Nernst− Einstein equation
where D i is the self-diffusion coefficient of species i, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is temperature. Substitution into eq 3 for a binary electrolyte yields the most frequently cited equation for determining the transference number:
Here we denote this quantity as t NMR to emphasize the requirement of ideality in order to employ diffusion coefficients rather than mobility values. In this work, we use the notation t NMR exp and t NMR comp to distinguish between transference numbers calculated using experimentally measured diffusion coefficients and those using diffusion coefficients computed from MD simulations, respectively. We also note that t NMR is sometimes referred to as a transport number rather than a transference number. 74 The choice of z + and z − , while trivial for conventional electrolytes, is arguably ambiguous for a polyelectrolyte solution. Noting that all anions on the chain must move collectively over long time scales, one may interpret z − as the net charge of the polymer (z polymer ). However, experimental work on these systems thus far has exclusively used z − = −1, 15, 16 considering each of the anionic moieties on the chain independently. When analyzed accordingly, the transference number of the PAGELS system is found to be + trajectory with snapshots depicting the solvent-separated ion-hopping process. Sulfur atoms on the sulfonate anion are depicted in purple, the lithium ion is pink, the chain backbone is blue, and the side chains are gray. Solvent molecules are omitted for clarity. significantly higher than that of conventional electrolytes: t NMR exp and t NMR comp are both greater than 0.8 for all concentrations studied ( Figure S10 ).
MD trajectories afford us the ability to calculate t + without having to make any assumptions about the ideality of the solution. To obtain t + as well as gain more insight into the physical processes governing the ionic conductivity trends as a whole, we decompose the total ionic conductivity into separate contributions from the various types of correlated and uncorrelated ion motion in the system: 75 ) capture ion−ion correlations between pairs of cations, pairs of anions, and cation−anion pairs, respectively. If the sum of all of the distinct terms is zero, then the resulting conductivity follows Nernst−Einstein or ideal solution behavior. In this case, t NMR will correspond to the true transference number. However, the distinct terms typically decrease both the conductivity and cation transference number relative to the ideal case. 78, 79 While an analysis of the conductivity in this manner is more common for conventional, low-molecular-weight salt electrolytes, the framework here is consistent with that often used in the polyelectrolyte community in which the total conductivity is expressed as the product of the ideal solution conductivity and an interaction parameter capturing interionic friction and ion pairing effects. 80 It has been shown by Vink 81 that these expressions for polyelectrolyte conductivity can be derived from linear irreversible thermodynamics, the same starting point for deriving the Green−Kubo relations on which the conductivity analysis in this work is based. The analysis here, however, allows us to calculate the relative contribution of each type of ion−ion interaction to the total conductivity rather than only a single interaction parameter, an analysis which to the best of our knowledge has not been previously applied to any polyelectrolyte system. Note that in this analysis we are considering the behavior of each individual sulfonate anion rather than the center-of-mass motion of the entire polyelectrolyte chain. We have verified that equivalent results for the computed total ionic conductivity, electrophoretic mobilities, and transference number were obtained by analyzing either the polyion as a single unit or as individual anions ( Figure S11) . Figure 5a shows the contribution of each of the terms in eq 6 to the overall molar conductivity in this system. The two selfconductivity terms are closely related to the cation and anion self-diffusion coefficients, and thus their contribution to the total molar conductivity decreases as concentration increases. The Li + -distinct conductivity is approximately zero at all concentrations, corresponding to uncorrelated ion motion, although at higher concentrations the relative contribution of σ cat d slightly decreases to become negative. Negative conductivity contributions signify anticorrelated motion, as Li + ions within close proximity repel each other. This trend is more apparent when plotting the fractional contribution of each conductivity term to the total conductivity ( Figure S12 ) rather than the molar conductivity.
Li
+ -SO 3 − distinct conductivity impacts the overall conductivity much more significantly. We find the calculated σ cat,an d for the PAGELS in DMSO system to be negative for all concentrations. The anion and cation are oppositely charged, so a negative σ cat,an d corresponds to correlated ion motion, for example, through the joint movement of an ion pair. This negative contribution coincides with our intuitive understanding of ion pairing lowering the overall conductivity relative to the ideal case. Surprisingly, the negative contribution of σ cat,an d decreases in magnitude, signifying less correlated cation−anion motion as concentration increases, despite the fact that the fraction of paired Li + ions increases with concentration. We rationalize this behavior at least in part through the aforementioned trends in the diffusion mechanism. While the percentage of CIPs is higher at high concentrations, these ion pairs exhibit shorter diffusion lengths such that they diffuse through a more structural mechanism than ion pairs at low concentration. Indeed, shorter distances traveled as a single correlated entity are consistent with smaller contributions to σ cat,an d . We speculate that changes in the Li + -SO 3 − correlation with concentration may also be related to the decreased charge screening length at high concentrations, which limits electrostatic attraction between ions to shorter distances.
These results suggest that a purely static analysis of ion pairing, simply the spatial arrangement of atoms at any given time, is inadequate to fully understand trends in ionic conductivity. Importantly, this finding conflicts with the underlying assumptions of many polyelectrolyte conductivity theories in which the fraction of uncondensed (free) counterions is often included as an adjustable parameter by which the entire conductivity is scaled. 80, 82 We further note that the trend of increasingly negative σ cat,an d at lower concentrations has been observed in MD simulations of systems other than polyelectrolytes, such as superconcentrated LiTFSI in tetraglyme as well as 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([BMIM + ][BF 4 − ]) electrolytes in a variety of solvents. 75, 76 Similarly, Haskins et al. 83 noted that the fraction of uncorrelated ionic motion (σ NE /σ, where σ NE is the Nernst−Einstein conductivity) increases with concentration for Li + -doped ionic liquid electrolytes (i.e., the distinct conductivity terms decrease as concentration increases). In agreement with our observations, they attribute this trend to a change in the diffusion mechanism from vehicular to more structural as concentration increases.
While the aforementioned trends in self, cation−cation, and cation−anion conductivities are not unique to polyelectrolytes, the anion−anion correlation term introduces complexities not seen in conventional salt solutions. Typically, σ an d does not contribute substantially to the overall conductivity, 75, 76 analogous to σ cat d . In anionic polyelectrolytes, however, each of the anions on a given chain is highly correlated to the others through their connection to the same polymer backbone. This correlated motion results in substantial positive contributions to the total ionic conductivity, which have important implications for the analysis of the transference number (vide infra).
In addition to providing information on the mechanisms dictating ionic conductivity, dividing the conductivity into its constitutive elements also enables facile computation of the electrophoretic mobility of the ionic species:
We note that the choice of z − will not impact the final mobility because product c − z − is constant regardless of whether the individual anionic moieties or the polymer chain as a whole is considered. The mobilities of both the polyion and Li + are shown in Figure S13 . As concentration increases, the mobility of both the polyelectrolyte chain and Li + decreases. As before, because of the short length of the polyion chain, the results do not coincide with the classical polyelectrolyte scaling laws, which predict that polyelectrolyte mobility should be independent of concentration. 84 The mobilities can be converted to transference numbers using eq 3. In Figure 5b , the calculated true transference numbers (denoted as t + ) are overlaid with the diffusion-coefficient-based transport numbers (t NMR comp ) calculated from eq 5 using both z − = −1 and z − = z polymer = −43. As mentioned previously, t NMR calculated using z − = −1 is in agreement with the commonly employed experimental analyses 15, 16 and yields very high transference number estimates which are relatively constant with concentration. The true transference number, however, is significantly lower, ranging from 0.09 to 0.49; only the highest concentrations studied are predicted to exhibit transference numbers appreciably greater than those of conventional LIB electrolytes.
These results demonstrate that the use of z − = −1 in eq 5 severely overestimates the true transference number and that the only correct interpretation of eq 5 is that using z − = z polymer . Choosing z − = −1 in the Nernst−Einstein equation assumes that all ions in the system are completely uncorrelated, which simply cannot be true when all ions on a given chain are constrained to move together. In fact, anion−anion correlations (σ an d ) constitute the largest portion of the nonideal distinct conductivity terms and are responsible for the majority of the discrepancy between t NMR comp (z − = −1) and t + . In contrast, t NMR comp (z − = z polymer ) treats the polymer collectively as a single unit and thus eliminates the need to account for anion−anion correlations within a given chain, effectively combining the SO 3 − self-and distinct contributions into a single term, the PAGELS self-conductivity. This data is in much closer agreement with the true t + . In this case, the only component of the overall conductivity which is not accounted for is the cation−anion distinct conductivity (σ cat,an d ). We note, however, that the calculated t + could be influenced by finite size effects. Our single-chain simulations may fail to capture important interchain interactions which may contribute to the overall distinct conductivity, although our preliminary tests using two chains ( Figure S6 ) suggest that these effects are unlikely to impact our main conclusions. Although we have modeled one specific polyelectrolyte system, the ion correlation and transference number analysis presented here have not made any assumptions regarding the chain length or charge distribution of the polyelectrolyte and should thus be generally applicable. Hence, we recommend that experimentalists employing the Nernst−Einstein approximation and eq 5 to estimate the transference number use z − = z polymer in future work rather than z − = −1. This applies not only to polyelectrolyte systems but also to those which tether the anions together through other means, for example, in polyoligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) functionalized with anionic moieties. 85 Although the cation transference number of the PAGELS in DMSO polyelectrolyte is not as promising as originally thought, optimization of the chain length, concentration, and polymer chemistry may still yield systems with significantly higher t + . Furthermore, the wide range in the true transference number as a function of concentration suggests that polyelectrolyte systems present an interesting means of tuning transference number in ways which cannot be accomplished in more conventional systems. Preliminary simulations suggest that decreasing polymer charge density (i.e., reducing the fraction of monomers with anionic moieties) may be a promising means of decreasing anion−anion correlations and thus increasing the transference number. The complex balance among charge density, total lithium concentration, viscosity, conductivity, and transference number in these solutions is the subject of future work.
■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the structural and transport properties of a model nonaqueous polyelectrolyte solution, PAGELS in DMSO, were investigated through all-atom MD simulations. To validate the model, the calculated diffusion coefficients and ionic conductivity values were benchmarked against experimental results. We characterized the solvation structure and ion speciation behavior of the Li + in the electrolyte and demonstrated the clear relationship between ion pairing and polymer structure. Furthermore, analysis of the ion transport mechanisms in the solution revealed a shift toward more structural diffusion as concentration increases as well as the presence of a solvent-separated ion-hopping motif. Finally, we deconvoluted the total ionic conductivity into contributions from each type of correlated and uncorrelated ion motion to demonstrate the substantial impact of cation−anion and anion−anion correlations. These nonideal ion correlations substantially decrease the cation transference number relative to estimates based on experimentally measured diffusion coefficient data. We envision that the ion-transport mechanisms elucidated in this work will inform the design of improved polyelectrolyte systems for LIBs and enhance our understanding of charge transport in polyelectrolyte solutions in general.
■ METHODS
All-atom classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the LAMMPS 86, 87 code. Simulations were carried out on the anionic polymer poly(allyl glycidyl etherlithium sulfonate) (PAGELS, see Figure S5 for structural schematic) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Each simulation consisted of one polyion chain with a degree of polymerization of 43, 43 lithium counterions, and a variable number of DMSO molecules, chosen to adjust the concentration of Li + in the system from 0.05 to 1 M. See Table S1 for details on the exact concentrations, numbers of solvent molecules, and simulation box sizes used. Although these simulations would ideally consist of many polymer chains to fully capture the effects of interchain interactions, we are limited by the large computational cost of these multichain simulations. To evaluate the impact of using just one chain, we have performed preliminary simulations with two chains at the two highest concentrations studied. (These are the concentrations at which we would expect interchain interactions to be most significant.) As shown in Figure S6 , the transport properties of the solution (diffusion coefficients, conductivity, and transference number) are not significantly altered between the one-and two-chain simulations, suggesting that our single-chain study here has adequately captured the most important physics underlying transport in these systems.
The molecules of each simulation were randomly packed into a cubic box using PACKMOL, 88 with the polymer chain prepared in a linear conformation. This initial configuration was first relaxed using a conjugated-gradient energy-minimization scheme with a convergence criterion, defined as the energy change between successive minimization iterations divided by the magnitude of the energy, of 1.0 × 10 −4 . The system was then equilibrated in the isothermal−isobaric (NPT) ensemble at a pressure of 1 atm and a temperature of 298 K for 3 ns, followed by simulated annealing at 400 K for 2 ns and then cooling back to 298 K over 3 ns. 56 A Nose− Hoover-style thermostat and barostat with damping parameters of 0.1 and 1 ps, respectively, were used. Production runs were subsequently carried out in the canonical (NVT) ensemble at 298 K using the Nose−Hoover-style thermostat and a time step of 2 fs. Simulations were carried out for 50 ns with the last 40 ns used for analysis.
In each simulation, the equations of motion were numerically integrated using the velocity-Verlet algorithm. Each system was periodic in the x, y, and z directions and incorporated the PPPM method 89 with an accuracy of 1.0 × 10 −5 to compute long-range Coulombic interactions. A cutoff of 15 Å was used in computing short-ranged potentials. The length of the C−H bonds of the PAGELS chain was fixed by implementing the SHAKE algorithm. 90, 91 All force field parameters were taken from the OPLS_2005 force field, 92 where atom type and partial charge assignment were automated using MacroModel and the Maestro graphical interface (Schrodinger). 93 Partial charges of the ionic species were scaled by a factor of 0.7 to account for the fact that ion− ion interactions are typically overestimated in nonpolarizable force fields. 94 Trajectories were analyzed using an in-house code (available upon request) built with the help of MDAnalysis software. 95, 96 Errors for reported data were obtained primarily through block averaging, as described in the SI.
No unexpected or unusually high safety hazards were encountered.
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